. As demonstrated in our previous papers [5] [6] [7] [8] , the CE/SE scheme is well suited for computing waves in compressible shear flows [5] , vorticity/shock interaction [5] [6] [7] , as well as the near-field noise of an underexpanded axisynmaetric supersonic jet with a shock cell structure [7] --all of the examples being corner stones of the jetnoise phenomena.
In this paper, another aspect of jet aeroacoustics--the nearly fully expanded axisymmetric supersonic jet is investigated numerically by using the CE/SE Euler solver. 
The axisymmetric Euler equations can be thought of in this formulation as a variation of their two-dimensional counterparts with 'source" terms on their right-hand sides. Of course, these additional terms do depend implicitly on the solution to the equations and, hence, are not true source terms, but they can formally be treated as such for the purpose of deriving the numerical scheme.
By considering (x,y,t) as coordinates of a threedimensional Euclidean space E3 and using Gauss divergence theorem, it follows that Eq. (1) is equivalent to the following integral conservation law: 
CE/SE Structure
In the CE/SE scheme, the flux conservation relation in space-time is the only mechanism that transfers information between node points. The conservation element CE, or computational cell, is the finite volume to which the integral flux condition (2) is to be applied. Discontinuities are allowed to occur in the interior of a conservation element as iong as the integrals on the right-hand side of (2) exist. A solution element SE associated with a grid node is here a set of three interface planes in E3 that passes through this node. The solution, Le. U, Us,
and Uy are calculated at this node. Within a given solution element SE(j, k, n), where (j, k, n) is the node index, the flow variables are not only considered continuous but are also approximated by linear Taylor expansions. This procedure is identical to the one in the standard 2-D CE/SE Euler solver [3, 4] .
The discrete approximation of (2) is then
. , 'r, ber of equations derived from the flux conservation law above matches the number of unknowns (here 12 scalar unknowns), the grid in (x, y) plane needs to be carefully designed [3, 4] . The mesh is staggered in both time and space. In a spatial plane in E3, the grid nodes, see At a given time step the unknowns are evaluated only on one of the grid sets, Q1 or Q2, and at the next it will be evaluated on the other set, i.e., the spatial sets ahernate as time is stepped forward. As can be seen in this figure, each 'interior' node point then has three nearest neighbors at the previous time step. Thus, there are three CE's associated with each node point in this arrangement and, therefore, there are the same number of relations as there are unknowns.
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Treatment of the Source Term
In soh'ing (3), only the ,3_k corresponding to the new (half) time level is taken to be nonzero (and equal to unity). This strategy has successfully been applied by Yu et al [9] to problems with very stiff source terms.
As the source term Q = Q(U) itself is a function of the unknown U at the new (half) time level, a local iterative procedure is needed to determine U. For our particular choice of 3_,k, the discretized integral equation (3) reduces to the form
where UH is the local homogeneous solution (Q = 0 locally). Note that UH is in fact the standard 2-D Euler solution at the previous (half) time step, obtained by explicit fommlas. A Newton iterative procedure to determine U is then
where i is the number of iteration and
Normally, U at the previous (full) time step is a good initial guess U (°) and the procedure takes about 2-3 iterations to convergence. The Jacobian matrix is given by , --1o
where
The inverse of the Jacobian, i.e., _ b-UJ can easily be derived analytically for this particular case, thus, leading to savings in CPU time.
Free Jet Shear Layer Instability
In the first example, we study the inviscid linear and with the subscript '*' here denoting dimensional quantities. In a parallel flow, the mean pressure is constant and the mean transverse velocity vanishes all over the domain, while the mean streamwise velocity and density profiles must be specified.
In the linear stability theory, the normal-mode assumption is made, i.e., To be specific, the streamwise mean flow velocity U is here taken as
where R is the velocity ratio of the shear layer. We further assume for simplicity that the Prandtl number is unity and the mean flow" temperature T distribution is then obtained from the Buseman-Crocco relation:
where the subscripts l and 2 denote the fast stream and slow stream variables respectively. T in turn yields the density distribution across the shear layer. As in [6] To assess the grid dependence of the numerical results, the computation was repeated with half grid sizes and time step size. Fig. 3 shows that they are quite similar except that, as expected, the finer grid allows higher harmonics to be better resolved, Due to the intrinsic properties of the CE/SE scheme, it is likely that the number of buffer region cells could be substantially reduced without a significant degradation of the computed results--this is yet to be studied, however.
Mach radiation from a supersonic axisymmetric jet
In this test example, a supersonic jet with Mach number 3[j = 2.0 is considered. As the jet flow is fully expanded, the jet nozzle exit pressure is the same as the ambient pressure. However, tiny fluctuations of pressure are still allowed and accounts for the acoustic wave generation and propagation.
The overall motion is approximately in an axisymmetric mode [14] at the Strouhal number St = 0.2. We note that since the Ettler solution does not account for the shear layer spreading due to viscous effects, our numerical results are not expected to perfectly match the experimental [15] sound pressure level, SPL. The computation of the unsteady jet flow is carried out until t --100 ensuring that the spatial instability is fully developed. and other computational [14] results and is categorized by Oertel [ 10] as Type I Mach radiation. The computation of the unsteady jet flow is carried out until t = 27. Fig. 6 demonstrates the isobars in the near field. At a low Strouhal number, the radiated Mach waves are quite weak and rather steeply inclined. They look almost vertical. This is categorized as Type II Mach radiation by
Oertel [11] . Tam and Hu [13] also give an explanation of the phenomena in their analysis. Inside the jet core, the cross-hatch pattern of a trapped Mach wave system is observed. As will be seen in the next subsection, such a phenomenon is more pronounced when 3[j is low.
Mach wave system inside the jet
This is the Type III experimental result by Oertei [12] . It was found that, as analyzed by Tam and Hu [13] , the [13] . At a supersonic Mach number 3Ij = 2, the local phase velocity at the outer shear layer may exceed the local speed of sound and hence Mach radiation is generated.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the noise field of nearly fully expanded The advantages of the scheme as claimed in Section 1 are confirmed in the present simulations.
The implementation is 'effortless' in that no special treatment and parameter selections are needed.
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